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TUTORIAL AGENDA
¢

Session 1: Reliability in Cloud Computing


¢

11:00-12:30

Session 2: Failure Trace Archive (FTA)



14:00-15:30
Visit FTA website and download the following:
http://fta.scem.uws.edu.au
¢ Grid’ 5000 traces
¢ LANL traces
¢ Matlab scripts
¢



Requirement: Matlab with Statistical Toolbox
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OUTLINE: SESSION 1
Introduction and Background
¢ Resource and Service Failures
¢ Cloud Reliability
¢ Case Study: Failure-aware Hybrid Cloud
Architecture
¢ Results
¢ Conclusions
¢ Issue, Challenges and Open Questions
¢
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DEFINING RELIABILITY
¢

Reliability means different things to different
people.


¢

A researcher defines reliability as accurate web site
content. The more up-to-date and impartial the
information, the more reliable it is.

The term reliability refers to the ability of a
computer-related hardware or software
component to consistently perform according to
its specifications
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RELIABILITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Reliability is a critical challenge in Cloud
Computing environments.
¢ Reliability have huge impact on service providers
¢





Business Disruption
Lost Revenues
Customer Productivity Loss
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IMPACT OF CLOUD OUTAGE

* Ref: Calculating the Cost of Data Center Outages, Ponemon Institute© Research Report
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COST OF CLOUD OUTAGE

* Ref: Calculating the Cost of Data Center Outages, Ponemon Institute© Research Report
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COST PER MINUTE

* Ref: Calculating the Cost of Data Center Outages, Ponemon Institute© Research Report
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RESOURCE AND SERVICE FAILURES
¢

¢

¢

A failure is an event that makes a system fail to operate
according to its specifications.
 Service Failure
 Resource Failure
Service Failure is a service unavailability caused by resource
failures.
Resource Failure is resource unavailability caused by an
incident.
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RESOURCE FAILURES
¢

Resource failure is inevitable where failure is the
norm rather than exception.




AFR = 8%
N = 100,000 nodes
F = 22 node failures per day
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CLOUD SERVICE RELIABILITY
¢

Providing Reliable Service over unreliable
resources

Reliable services
Unreliable resources
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CLASSIFYING FAILURES OF SERVER

5%

18%

Hard Disk

6%
70%

Raid Controller
Memory
Others

Hard disks are the not only the most
replaced component, they are also the
most dominant reason behind server
failure!!
Vishwanath, Kashi Venkatesh, and Nachiappan Nagappan. "Characterizing cloud computing hardware
reliability." Proceedings of the 1st ACM symposium on Cloud computing. ACM, 2010.
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FAILURE RATE FOR COMPONENTS

2.4%

2.7%
0.7%

Hard Disk
Raid Controller
Memory
Others

0.1%

The cost of per server repair (which includes downtime; IT
ticketing system to send a technician; hardware repairs) is $300.
This amounts close to 2.5 million dollars for 100,000 servers.
Vishwanath, Kashi Venkatesh, and Nachiappan Nagappan. "Characterizing cloud computing hardware
reliability." Proceedings of the 1st ACM symposium on Cloud computing. ACM, 2010.
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FAILURE CORRELATION
¢

Correlation in Failures à overlapped failures



¢

¢

Spatial
Temporal

Spatial correlation means multiple failures occur
on different nodes within a short time interval.
Temporal correlation is the skewness of the
failure distribution over which means failure
events exhibit considerable autocorrelation at
small time lags, so the failure rate changes over
time.
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for the required number of VMs.
To determine the mean numb
A.
User
Request
In our problem, one request corresponds to an individual job whereas
an the probability of different
need
application
include under
severalstudy,
jobs. each
The request
user’s request
be thought
of
In can
the system
can be can
thought
of requests.
Assume that P1 and P
as a rectangle
whose whose
length length
is the request
duration
(T ) and
the width
the one VM and power of
as a rectangle
is the user
requested
duration
(T ) iswith
numberand
of required
(S)number
as is depicted
in Figure
1. Note
that
the
the widthVMs
is the
of required
VMs (S).
Since
theR isrespectively.
So, the mean numbe
estimated
duration
of
the
request
while
T
is
the
actual
request
duration.
In
resources in the private Cloud are failure-prone, we would by requests is given as follows:
AILURES
IN
ERVICE
Section
5.4, some
the relation
these
two parameters is investigated.
have
failurebetween
events
(E
i ) in the nodes while a request
S = P1 + 2dke (P2 ) +
is getting serviced. In addition, it has been shown that there
Based on the parallel worklo
are spatial and temporal correlations in the failure events as
well as dependency of workload type and intensity on the request follows a two-stage unif
failure rate [12], [13], [36]. Spatial correlation means multiple eters (l, m, h, q) [22], [23]. This
failures occur on different nodes within a short time interval, uniform distributions where the
while temporal correlation in failures refers to the skewness the interval of [l, m] with probab
of the failure distribution over time. Therefore, we might have with the probability of 1 q woul
So, m is the middle point of pos
several overlapped failure events in the system.
Let Ts (.) and Te (.) be the function that return the start Hence, k can be found as the m
and end time of an failure event. Let H be the sequence of as follows:
ql + m +
overlapped failure events ordered according to increasing start
k=
where
1
i is,
 n 1. Since we are dealing with the tightly
time
that
¢ The sequence
ofaoverlapped
failures
Figure 1: Serving
request in the presence
of resource failures.
The redirection strategy sub

F

S

coupled workflows, all VMs must be available for the whole
H duration,
= {Fi | Fso
(E1failure
, ..., Enevent
), Ts (Eini+1
) VM
Te (E
(1) Cloud provider if the number o
i =any
i )}
requested
any
would
stop
theFailure
execution
of the whole request. In this case, the downtime
2.3.
Model
¢ Downtime
oftakethe
ofInthe
would
be service
as
follows:
thisservice
work, we
into
account
resource failures in the system where a
X
failure is defined as an event in which the system fails to operate according to
D=
(max{T (Fi )}
min{T (F )})
(2)
its specifications. We investigate aecase
where we aresonlyi faced with resource

8Fi 2H
failures in the private
Cloud as public Cloud environments are usually able
to provide
highly
reliable services
their
customers
[15]. The public
The above
analyses
reveal to
that
even
in the presence
of an Cloud
IEEE/ACM
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optimal fault-tolerant mechanism (e.g., perfect checkpointing)
5
in the private Cloud, a given request
is faced with D time
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CHALLENGE IN CLOUD RELIABILITY
¢

Resource Redundancy


Have more backup resources to tolerate the failures
Power consumption
¢ Hiding failures
¢

¢

Checkpointing


Keep saving the state of applications to recover from
the failures
Overhead
¢ Complexity
¢

¢

Failure Model


Adapting the knowledge of failure pattern into
resource provisioning and resource management
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CASE STUDY
¢

Hybrid Cloud Systems



¢

Resource Provisioning in Hybrid Cloud



¢

Public Clouds
Private Clouds (Less Reliable)

Users’ QoS (i.e., deadline)
Resource failures

Taking into account



Workload model
Failure characteristics
Failure correlations
¢ Failure model
¢
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HYBRID CLOUD ARCHITECTURE
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WORKLOAD MODEL
¢

Scientific Applications



¢

Potentially large number of resources over a short
period of time.
Several tasks that are sensitive to communication
networks and resource failures (tightly coupled)

User Requests





Type of virtual machine;
Number of virtual machines;
Estimated duration of the request;
Deadline for the request (optional).
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PROPOSED APPROACHES
¢

Knowledge-free Approach




¢

Knowledge-based Approach




¢

No Failure Model
Using failure correlation
Three brokering policies
Failure Model
Generic resource provisioning model
Two brokering policies (cost-aware)

Workload model



Request size
Request duration
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environment element of this strategy is the mean number of VMs required
Clouds. Thus, downtime is strongly dependent on the number of requested
per request.
Clouds.
VMs.
Therefore,
the
more
VMs of
requested,
therequest,
more likely
To
determine
the
mean
number
VMs
per
(i.e., IGG) as they jobs will be affected by simultaneously failures. we
the probability of different numbers of VMs in incoming
gies are based needTo
cope with this situation, we proposed a redirecting
e
thought
of
requests.
that P1 and P2 are probabilities of request
correlation and strategyAssume
that
sends
wider requests with larger S to more
P
ROPOSED
P
OLICIES
duration
(T
)
with
one
VM
and
power
of two VMs in the workload,
o they do not reliable public Cloud systems,
while minimizing requests
S).
Since
the
respectively.
So,
the
mean
number
of
virtual machines required
As a result, the sent to potentially more failure-prone
local resources. A key
¢ Size-based
Strategy
e,
we
would
by
requests
is
given
as
follows:
N environment element of this strategy is the mean number of VMs required
ile a request  Spatial correlation
dke: multiple
k failures occur on
S
=
P
+
2
(P
)
+
2
(1 (P1 + P2 ))
(3)
per
request.
1
2
wn that there
different nodes within a short time interval
To determine
the mean
numbermodels,
of VMs
per
request,
we
on
the
parallel
workload
the
size
of
each
ure events as  Based
Strategy: sends wider requests to more reliable public
need
the
probability
of different
numbers
of VMs
in incoming
follows
a two-stage
uniform
distribution
with
paramnsity on the request
Cloud
systems
be thought of requests.
Assume
that[23].
P1 and
Pdistribution
ofofrequest
2 are probabilities
(l,
m,
h,
q)
[22],
This
consists
two
eans multiple eters

Mean
number
of
VMs
per
request
d duration (T ) with one
VM and where
powertheoffirst
twodistribution
VMs in the
workload,
distributions
would
be in
ime interval, uniform
¢ P1: probability of one VM
(S). Since the
So,
thewith
meanprobability
number ofof
virtual
machines
required
interval
of
[l,
m]
q
and
the
second
one
he skewness therespectively.
¢ P2: probability of power of two VMs
ne, we would by the
requests
is given
probability
of 1as follows:
q would be in the interval of [m, h].
e might have with
while a request So, m is the middle point
k values between l and h.
S = P1 + 2dkeof
(Ppossible
(P + P2 ))
(3)
2 ) + 2 (1
own that there Hence, k can be found as the mean value of1 this distribution
urn the start
¢Based
Request
uniform distribution
onsize:
the two-stage
parallel workload
models, the(l,m,h,q)
size of each
ilure events as as follows:
sequence of
distribution with paramql + muniform
+ (1 q)h
tensity on the request follows a two-stage
creasing start
k=
(4)
distribution
consists
of
two
means multiple eters (l, m, h, q) [22], [23]. This
2
distributions
wheresubmits
the firstrequests
distribution
would
be in
time interval, uniform
The redirection
strategy
to the
public
IEEE/ACM
UCC 2015
the interval
of [l,
m] with
probability
of q and
the issecond
one
the
provider
if the
number
of requested
VMs
greater
(E
(1) Cloud
i )}skewness
we might have with the probability of 1 q would be in the interval of [m, h].
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duration as the decision point for the gateway to redirect
incoming requests to the Cloud providers. In other word
the request duration is less than or equal to the mean req
duration, the request will be run using local resources.
this technique,
the.)majority of short requests could meet
PROPOSED POLICIES
(CONT
workload deadline as they are less likely to encounter failu
¢ Time-based strategy
Moreover, longer requests will be served by more reli
public Cloud
provider
resources
where they can meet
 Temporal correlation:
the failure
rate is
timedependent anddeadline
some periodic
patterns
canavailability.
be
under failure
enhanced
resource
observed in different
The time-scales
mean request duration can be obtained from the fi
 Request duration:
are longof
tailed.
distribution
the workload model. For instance, the req
duration of the parallel workloads in DAS-2 multi-clu
system is the Lognormal
distribution
with parameters µ
mean
request duration
• The Lognormal
distribution[22]:
in a
so the mean value is •given as follows
parallel production system

T =e
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µ+

2
2

The redirection strategy submits requests to the public C
provider if the duration of request is greater than T , otherw
will be serviced using local resources. Another advantag
22
this strategy is better utilization of the Cloud resources.
example with Amazon’s EC2, if a request uses a VM for

D. Area-based Strategy
The two aforementioned strategies are based on the only
one aspect of the request: number of VMs (S) or duration
(T ). A third strategy aimed at making a compromise between
the size-basedPand
time-based
strategy.
PROPOSED
OLICIES
(CONT
.) Here we utilize the
area of a request as the decision point for the gateway - this
is given as thestrategy
rectangle with length T and width S. Using
¢ Area-based
thisMaking
model, awecompromise
are able to calculate
request and
area by

betweenthe
themean
size-based
multiplying
thestrategy
mean number of VMs by the mean request
time-based
duration, as follows:
 The mean area of the requests
A=T ·S



the M requests i

Slowdow

where bound is
very short reques
To compute th
we use the amou
machines and ne
for policy pl can

(6)

Costpl = (

This strategy sends long and wide requests to the
public Cloud,
It would be more conservative than a size-based
strategy and less conservative than a time-based
strategy.
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KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH:
GENERIC RESOURCE PROVISIONING MODEL

Fig. 2. Model of resource brokering for n providers.

Model based on routing in distributed parallel
for the broker queue
could be expressed as follows:
¢

min

n
X
i=1

(1)

(Ki · E[Ti ])

[Ti ] is the expected response time of requests served
i and is described in the following.
on Figure 2, queue i has the mean inter-arrival time
1
1
=
(P
)
, so we can find its variance by Wald’s
i
i
[23] as follows:
Pi: routing probability

V [Ii ] =

2
I Pi

+

2

Pi2

(1

Pi )

Ki: price of
provider i

(2)

ioned before, queue i has the mean service time and
ficient of variance µi 1 and Si · µi , respectively. As
UCC 2015
ming requestsIEEE/ACM
have several
VMs that potentially can
ge as Mi nodes, we model each provider with a single
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spect
vious
art-up
costs.
to be
time
cost,
an be
eters.
have
ich is

time
ective

a
u
inter-arrival time at queue i, and can be calculated
using
adaptive to the system’s2 failure2 pattern [13].
Equation (2) as follows:
Moreover, ta , tu , a and u are the mean and the variance of
andfor
unavailability interval lengths, respectively.
[Iavailability
B.V Runtime
Model
i]
2
2 2Public Cloud
C Ii =
=the
1 +input
Pi ( workload
1)includes parallel
(4) requests (i.e. request
I
As
2
E[I
i]
Although
resource failures are inevitable, but public Cloud
with several VMs), we consider the mean request size (W ) as
M
ODEL
P
ARAMETERS
providers
efficient
and expensive
mechanisms to manNext, we apply Lagrange employ
multipliers
method
to optimize
the given work to the system. We define the mean request size
age
resource
failures. These
mechanisms
are mainly based
Equation
(1) using E[Tby
from Equation
(3) and
assuming
i ] multiplying
Pn¢ Using
the
mean
number
of
VMs
(V ) by the mean reLagrange
multipliers
methods,
we
on redundancy.
Hence,
public Cloud the
providers are usually
of this
optimization
i=1 Pi = 1. The solution
quest duration
(D).
Hence, Wgives
= V · D. These two parameters
obtained
theable
routing
probability
as follows:
to provide
highly reliable
services to their customers [1].
routing
probabilities
P
as
follows:
i are
dependent on workload model (see Section VI-A).
Therefore,
we can use
distribution
forover
theMrequest
Pn By considering
pWNormal
time
units
of
work
s failureµ
µi completion
K
⌘
i
i i
time · in
Cloud.
This can
be
justified
byqueue
the as
i=1
Pthe
p
Pi =
(5)
prone
nodes,
we
define
the
service
rate
of
the
cluster
n
Kassures
central
limit
theorem
which
when summing
i ⌘imeanthat
i=1
the reciprocal value
of the
completion
time formany
a given
independent
random
variables (here requests completion time),
workload
as
follows:
2 There are several approximations
for this queue in the literature, but we
the
resulting
distribution✓tends
toward a Normal
¢ Private Cloud
service
rate
◆ distribution.
1
choose one which is a good estimate for heavily loaded
systems.
W
t
+
t
a
u
So, the service rate
µsof= the Cloud queue can
+ Lsbe found as the(12)
Ms · ⌧request
ta completion time for a
reciprocal values of the mean
s
givenwhere
workload
c reliable nodes
⌧s ison
theMcomputing
speed as
of follows:
the nodes in the local
¢ Public Cloud service rate
◆ 1 and Ls is the time to
✓
cluster in terms of instruction
per second,
W
transfer the application
(e.g. configuration
file or input(13)
file(s))
µc =
+ Lc
c · ⌧communication
c
to the cluster throughMthe
network. Another
required parameter is the coefficient of variance25of the cluster’
IEEE/ACM UCC 2015
service time (i.e. CSs ) which is nothing but Equation (9). This

In this section, we adopt
Sequence (ARS) policy.
In contrast, we also propose another method with deter- specific case where we hav
ministic sequence, which considers the past sequence of dis- use index i = s for the loca
patching with a very limited time overhead. This method, we hereafter. Moreover, we assu
call as Adaptive with Deterministic Sequence (ADS) policy. homogeneity within each pr
A
DAPTIVE POLICIES
To generate the deterministic sequence, we used the Billiard proposed policies are part o
To apply the proposed an
scheme [11],
determined
as
follows.
¢ Adaptive with Random Sequence (ARS)
Suppose a billiard ball bounces in an n-dimensional cube egy, we first need to speci
 Routing probabilities (Pi)
where each side and opposite side are assigned by an integer arrival distribution I depen
 Dispatch
distributionbilliard could be given as a general
value in the range
of {1, 2,using
..., n}.Bernoulli
Then, a deterministic
As can be seen from Equati
sequence¢isAdaptive
generated with
by a Deterministic
series of integer Sequence
values which
(ADS)
shows the sides
hit byprobabilities
the ball when
 Routing
(Pi) shot. In [11], the and coefficient of variance, C
Therefore, in the following
authors proposed
a
method
to
generate
the
billiard
sequence
 Dispatch using Billiard sequence
the local cluster and µc an
as follows:
⇢
corresponding routing proba
Xi + Yi
ib = min
(7)
8i
Pi
A. Runtime Model for Loca
where ib is the target queue, and X and Y are vectors of
The distribution of servic
integers with size n. Xi reflects the fastest queue, and is set on the characteristics of the
to one for the fastest queue and zero for all other queues [2]. workload. Moreover, in our
Yi keeps track of the number of requests that have been sent response times are more i
26
to queue IEEE/ACM
i and is initialized
times. The reason is that sc
UCC 2015 to zero. After finding the target
queue, it is updated as Yib = Yib + 1. Pi is the fraction of times in Equation (1) does no

Figure 3, the request is redirected to the remote IGG to get the resource from
the public Cloud provider (i.e., Amazon’s EC2). Once the IGG has allocated
the requested VMs, it makes them available and the DVE manager will be
able to access the VMs and finally deploy the user’s application.
4.3. Fault-Tolerant Scheduling Algorithms
As depicted in Figure
4, we need an algorithm for scheduling the requests
CHEDULING
LGORITHMS
for the private and public Clouds. For this purpose, we utilize a well-known
scheduling algorithm for parallel requests, which is called selective backfill¢ Scheduling
the request
across
private
andthe
public
ing [33]. Backfilling
is a dynamic
mechanism
to identify
best place to
fit the
requests in the scheduler queue. In other words, Backfilling works
Cloud
resources
by identifying hole in the processor-time space and moving forward smaller
¢ Tworequests
well-know
algorithms
where
requests
are
that fit those
holes. Selective
backfilling
grants reservation
to a
requestto
when
its expected
slowdown
exceeds
a threshold. That means, the
allowed
leap
forward
in the
queue
request has waited long enough in the queue. The expected slowdown of a
 Conservative
backfilling
given request is also
called eXpansion Factor (XFactor) and is given by the
following equation:
 Selective
backfilling
Wi + T i
XF actor =
(7)
Ti
Wi and Ti is the waiting time and the run time of request i, respec¢ VM where
Checkpointing
tively. We use the Selective-Di↵erential-Adaptive scheme proposed in [33],
 VM
stops
working
the unavailability
which
lets the
XFactor for
threshold
to be the average period
slowdown of previously
completed
requests.
It has been
shown
that selective
backfilling
 The
request
is started
from
where
it left off
whenoutperforms
the
other types of backfilling algorithms [33].
nodeWebecomes
available
used another
schedulingagain
algorithm, aggressive backfilling [41], in our
experiments as the base algorithm. In the aggressive backfilling (EASY),
only the request at the head of the queue, called the pivot, is granted a
27
reservation.
Other requests are allowed to move ahead in the queue as long
IEEE/ACM
UCC 2015
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workloads
in DAS-2
multi-cluster
of the Cloud
resources.
For
distribution with parameters µ, ,
a request uses a VM for less
n as follows [22]:

ducible
the cost readers
of conducting
experiments
real public
research and
and interested
should refer
to [3] to seeon
how
Cloud
resources
would
be prohibitively
expensive.
checkpoint
overheads
and periods
can be computed
base on
hour must
be paid. So, when theThe
associated
failure model.
performance
metrics which are considered in all sim2
µ+ 2
T public
=e
(5) ulation scenarios are the violation rate and the bounded
Cloud provider, this
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
ed.
[9].evaluate
The violation
rate is oftheproposed
fractionpoliof requests
ubmits requests to the public Cloud slowdown
In order to
the performance
meet a given
deadline.event
The simulator
bounded using
slowdown for
request is greater than T , otherwise that
cies, dowenotimplemented
a discrete
al resources. AnotherERFORMANCE
advantage of the
VALUATION
CloudSim
[4]. We is
used
simulation
M requests
defined
as: as experiments are reprozation are
of the
Cloudon
resources.
For ducible and the cost of conducting experiments on real public
egies
based
the only
M
C2, if a request uses a VM for less Cloud resources would be prohibitively
X
expensive.
1
Wi +
max(Ti , bound)
ber
VMs
orCloudSim
duration
Slowdown
=
(7)
f oneofhour
must(S)
be¢paid.
So, when
Simulator
The
performance metrics which are considered in all simM
max(T
,
bound)
aking
compromise
between
to the apublic
Cloud provider,
this ulation scenarios are the violation
rate and ithe bounded
i=1
minimized.
trategy. Here we
utilize the slowdownMetrics
¢ Performance
[9]. The violation rate is the fraction of requests
where
bound
is set to 10 seconds to eliminate the effect of
point for the gateway - this that do not meet a given deadline. The bounded slowdown for
 Deadline
rate
veryviolation
short requests
[9].
ength T and width S. Using the M requests is defined as:
d strategies are based on the only
To compute the cost X
of
M using resources from a public Cloud,

Slowdown
ate
the
mean
request
area
by
1
Wi + max(Ti , bound)
: number of VMs (S) or duration we use Slowdown
the amounts
= charged by Amazon to run basic
(7) virtual
fd at
VMs
by
the
mean
request
M
max(T
,
bound)
i
making a compromise between
machines and network i=1
usage at EC2.
The cost of using EC2
based strategy. Here we utilize the
where
bound
iscan
set be
to 10
seconds toaseliminate
for
policy
calculated
follows:the effect of
ecision point for the gateway
- this Cost
 Cloud
on plEC2

P

E

very short requests [9].
To compute
using
public
Costplthe
= cost
(Hplof+
Mplresources
· Hu ) Cfrom
Bin ) Cx
n +a(M
pl ·Cloud,
we use the amounts charged by Amazon to run basic virtual
machines
and network usage at EC2. The cost of using EC2
 Workload
Model
for policy pl can be calculated
as follows:
TABLE
I

with length T and width S. Using
·calculate
S
(6)by
the mean request area
mber of VMs by the mean request

A=T ·S

¢

(8)

Parallel jobs Imodel
of a multi-cluster system (i.e., DAS-2)
months, which includes on average
NPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE WORKLOAD MODEL
(6)

Costpl = (Hpl + Mpl · Hu ) Cn + (Mpl · Bin ) Cx

Input Parameters
Inter-arrival time
No. of VMs
Request duration
P1
P2

(8)

Distribution/Value
Weibull (↵ = 23.375, 0.2   0.3)
Loguniform (l = 0.8, m, h = log2 Ns , q = 0.9)
Lognormal (2.5  µ  3.5, = 1.7)
0.02
0.78
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where Hpl is the Cloud usage per hour for the policy pl. That

average availability and unavailabili
is 22.26 hours and 10.22 hours res
In order to generate different wo
modified three parameters of the w
the inter-arrival time, we modified
the Weibull distribution
(the shape
28
Table I. To have requests with diffe
the first parameter of the Lognorm
and 3.5 as described in Table I.

the Weibull distribution (the shape parameter ) as shown in
Table I. To have requests with different durations, we changed
the first parameter of the Lognormal distribution between 2.5
the policy pl. That
and 3.5 as described in Table I. Moreover, we also varied
inutes for example,
the middle point of the Loguniform distribution (i.e., m) to
is the fraction of
generate workloads
different number(CONT
of VMs per
Ewith
VALUATION
.) request
c Cloud. Hu P
is ERFORMANCE
the
where m = h ! and ! is between 1.5 to 3.3. Thus the larger
systems on a VM
value of !, the fewer VMs required to service requests. The
Failures
from Failure Trace Archiveprivate
(FTA)
e into account¢ this
same scheduling algorithms are used for theTABLE
TABLE I
II and public
sers
when
the
VM
ARAMETERS FOR THE WORKLOAD
MODEL .
I NPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE FAILURE MODEL .
 http://fta.scem.uws.edu.au/
Cloud
providers in all scenarios.
which needs Distribution/Value
to be
Parameters
Description
Value (hours)
To generate
the request
deadlines we
utilize the same

Grid’5000
traces
Weibull
23.375, 0.2   0.3)
ta
Mean availability length
22.25
quest. This
is(↵set= to
techniques
given
in
[18],
which
provide
a
feasible
schedule
for
(l = 0.8, m
3.5, h = 6, q = 0.9)
Std of availability length
41.09
¢ =
18-month
a
ificLoguniform
instance
on
the
Lognormal (2.5  ✓jobs.
 3.5,To =
1.7) deadlines, we
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SIMULATION RESULTS
¢

Violation rate (knowledge-free policies)

Request arrival rate
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Request size

Request duration
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SIMULATION RESULTS (CONT.)
¢

Cloud Cost on EC2 (knowledge-free policies)

Request arrival rate
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Request size

Request duration
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SIMULATION RESULTS (CONT.)
¢

Slowdown (Knowledge-based policies)

Request arrival rate (SB)
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Request arrival rate (CB)
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Request arrival rate (EB)

DISCUSSIONS
¢

Improve performance and reliability of hybrid
Cloud




Knowledge-free approach: 32% in terms of deadline
violation and 57% in terms of slowdown while using
135$/month on EC2
Knowledge-based approach: 4.1 times in terms of
response time while using 1200$/month on EC2
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CONCLUSIONS
Reliability is a critical challenge in Cloud
Computing environments and needs more
attention.
¢ Resource failures are inevitable, however we
need to manage them to provide reliable services
¢ We need more reliability-aware resource
provisioning policies for Cloud system
¢
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OPEN QUESTIONS
¢

Recourse Failures vs. Energy Consumption for
Cloud Systems


¢

Reliability-as-a-Service (RaaS) in Cloud
Computing


¢

How they are related?

Providing reliability on demand based on the users’
requirements (e.g., Amazon Spot Instances)

Cost Model for Resource Failures in Cloud
Systems


Repair …. Replacement
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